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Abstract- In recent years data sharing becomes an important activity, publication of shared data is driven by public 

benefit and by regulations (Nationwide health information network), for example Health care and researches. 

Original data contains sensitive information of individuals and publishing such data will breach individual privacy 

so here privacy preserving plays an important role. While publishing collaborative data to multiple data provider’s 

two types of problem occurs, first is outsider attack and second is insider attack. Outsider attack is by the people 

who are not data providers and insider attack is by colluding data provider who may use their own data records to 
understand the data records shared by other data providers. The paper focuses on insider attack, and makes some 

contributions. This problem can be overcome by combining slicing techniques with m-privacy techniques and 

addition of protocols as secure multiparty computation and trusted third party will increase the privacy of system 

effectively. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Data sharing is needed in current years for sake of public benefit and this data is generally collected from 

distributed databases for e.g. in case of Health care and researches, data are collected from different providers and 

gathered in central network. In health care all information related to patient is present in central network which 

includes disease details, corresponding treatment and test details. By using anonymization technique the data is 

modified and then released to the public. This process is known as the privacy preservation data publishing. The 

attributes are classified by three types which are Key attribute, quasi identifier and sensitive attribute. Key attribute 

represents unique identification such as names, SSN and it is always removed before publishing. Quasi-identifiers 

are segments of information that are not unique identifiers but well correlated with an entity; they can be combined 

with other quasi-identifier to create a unique identifier. Example birth date, gender, which can be used link 

unionized dataset with other data. Last one is sensitive attributes example diseases, policy detail, and salary. As a 

special case, a data provider could be the data owner itself who is contributing its own records. A data recipient may 
have access to some background knowledge which represents any publicly available information about released 

data, e.g., Census datasets. Consider the set of records in d1, d2…. dn, which are provided by the provider. The 

record is a collection of some data. Before publishing the records to the public the anonymization technique is 

applied to the data, then it generate the subset of records in d1, d2….. dn. Goal is to secure the original data or 

individual information from the different malicious user by using the anonymization using either a trusted third-

party or Secure Multi-party Computation protocols, when the data is published to the public. 

1.1 Problem definition 

Attacks are the major problem in collaborative data publishing and are executed by insider or external attackers, 

which may be a single or a group of internal and external bodies that wants to violate privacy of collaborative data 

using background information/knowledge, also anonymized data. Privacy is violated if one knows anything about 

data. Main goal is to publish an anonymized view of incorporated data, D* which will be resistant to internal or 

external attacks. This improves the security and privacy with combination of, m-privacy techniques and slicing 

technique which accomplish privacy verification with better performance than encryption algorithm and provider 

aware (base algorithm). 
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II. RELATED WORK AND LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 ATTACH MODELS AND PRIVACY MODELS 

Privacy preserving data analysis and data publishing has received considerable attention in current years as 

promising approaches for sharing data while preserving individual privacy. Privacy preserving data publishing 

(PPDP), approach was given by B.C.M. Fung et al. [1]. PPDP provides methods and tools for publishing useful 

information while preserving data privacy. Privacy hazard occurs when attacker is able to establish any of below 

type of link, by which he can violate individual privacy.   

1) RECORD LINKAGE 

In record linkage attack, some value qid on QID identifies a small number of records in the released table T, called a 

group. If the victim’s QID matches the value qid, the victim is vulnerable to being linked to the small number of 

records in the group. Here, attacker tries to identify victim’s record from group by using additional information.  

K-anonymity can be used to avoid record linkage. As per k-anonymity concept if one record in the table has some 

value qid, at least k−1 other records also have the value qid and this table is called k-anonymous. In a k-anonymous 

table, each record is indistinguishable from at least k−1 other records with respect to QID. Consequently, the 

probability of linking a victim to a specific record through QID is at most 1/k. 

2) ATTRIBUTE LINKAGE 

In attribute linkage attack, attacker could understand sensitive values of records with the help of published data T, 
based on the set of sensitive values associated to the group that the victim belongs to. In case some sensitive values 

predominate in a group, a successful inference becomes relatively easy even if k-anonymity is satisfied. Clifton 

suggested eliminating attribute linkages by limiting the released data size. By reducing the correlation between QID 

attributes and sensitive attributes attribute linkage can be avoided. 

Another approach called L-diversity can be used for avoiding attribute linkage attack. This concept was proposed by 

Machanavajjhala et al. [4]. As per this concept, for every qid group there should be at least l distinct sensitive 

values. This model is also known as p-sensitive k-anonymity. 

3) TABLE LINKAGE 

When attacker confidently understands the presence or absence of victim’s record in released table then this type of 

attack is called as table linkage attack. Suppose a hospital releases a data table with a particular type of disease. 
Identifying the presence of the victim’s record in the table is already damaging. A concept called δ-Presence can be 

used to prevent table linkage. This was proposed by Nergiz et al. [5] to bound the probability of inferring the 

presence of any potential victim’s record within a specified range δ = (δmin, δmax).  

4) PROBABILISTIC ATTACK 

Probabilistic attack focuses on how the attacker would change probabilistic belief on the sensitive information of a 

victim after accessing the published data. This group of privacy models tries to achieve uninformative principle 

which ensures that the difference between the prior and posterior beliefs is small abases. 

2.2 CENTRALIZED AND DISTRIBUTED ANONYMIZATION 

 

Anonymization method is required when data is gathered from multiple providers. There are two types of 

anonymization method, Centralized and distributed anonymization. This approach was given by Noman Mohammed 

et al. [2] and Chris Clifton et al. [3]. In first anonymization method each data provider anonymized their data and 

anonymized data is getting aggregated. In second method data from all providers are getting aggregated first and 

then anonymization process is done. This is called collaborative data publication. Generally for anonymization 

purpose second anonymization method is used with protocols like SMC and TTP which enhances the privacy in a 

better way. 

2.3 SECURE MULTIPARTY COMPUTATION FOR PRIVACY-PRESERVING 

 

According to Yehuda Lindell et al. [7], the major problem related to privacy preserving is, finding the 

computation function where individual privacy is preserved. For example, computation on confidential medical or 

criminal data in such a way that information is not revealed. This is called secure multiparty computation where 
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number of parties wants to mutually compute some functions on their confidential inputs and through the result of 
this computation, parties only study the correct output and nothing else, even if some of the parties nastily plan to 

obtain more information. Secure multiparty computation (SMC) protocol is useful in handling above discussed 

scenario. 

D.K. Mishra et al. [8] have proposed Distributed K-secure sum protocol for secure multiparty computation. 

Secure sum computation of private data inputs is an example of SMC which can give a secure protocol with lower 

probability of data leakage. Here the idea of secure sum protocol has been enhanced which is proposed by C. Clifton 

et al. [9]. Distributed K-secure sum protocol compute the sum of individual data inputs with zero probability of data 

leakage when two neighbor parties plan to know the data of a middle party. Each data block is broken into k 

segments where k is equal to the number of parties. Then the segments are distributed to other parties before 

computation. This protocol is called as dk-Secure Sum Protocol. 

2.4 INSIDER ATTACK AND PRIVACY PRESVING TECHNIQUES 

The concept of ‘insider attack’ is given by B. C. M. Fung et al. [10] and according to this insider attack is 

caused by those data provider who may use their own data records to understand the data records shared by other 

data providers. Let’s say P0 is the authenticate user and P1, P2, P3 trying to breach privacy of data which is 

provided by other users with the help of BK (Background knowledge). This type of attack is called as “insider 

attack” and can be conquered by different m-privacy techniques which guarantees that the anonymized data satisfies 

a given privacy constraint against any range of m-colluding data providers (where m can be varied between certain 

ranges 1 to m). Privacy constraint checks the data acceptance at record level, for e.g. k-anonymity, l-diversity and t-

closeness. 

2.5 ANONYMIZATION OPERATIONS FOR PRIVACY PRESERVING 

For preserving privacy of micro data different anonymization techniques are used. These techniques include 

generalization, bucketization and slicing.  

2.5.1 BUCKETIZATION 

In Bucketization process sensitive attributes (SAs) are separated from quasi identifiers (QIs) by random 

permutation on the SA values in each bucket. So the anonymized data consist of a set of buckets with a permuted 

sensitive attribute values. Below figure describes the Bucketization process where the sensitive attribute P-disease is 

separated from quasi identifiers P-age, P-sex, P-zip by random permutation. Bucketization is for l-diversity. 

 

TABLE 1. Original Table 
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TABLE 2. Bucketization table 
 

 
 

Bucketization publishes quasi identifier values in their original form so it does not prevent membership disclosure 

and it’s easy to find records in published data. It does not apply for data that do not have a clear separation between 

quasi identify attribute and sensitive attribute. 

2.5.2 GENERALIZATION 

In Generalization process identifiers are first separated from data and then tuples are partitioned into buckets. 

Generalization transforms the QI-values in each bucket into "less specific but semantically consistent" values so that 

tuples in the same bucket cannot be distinguished by their QI values. In order for generalization to be effective, 
records in the same bucket must be close to each other so that generalizing the records would not lose too much 

information. Generalization is for k-anonymity and its one of the general anonymization approach which controls 

the membership disclosure in publishing of micro data.  

 

TABLE 3. Generalization table 
 

 
 

Above table describes generalization approach. There are two buckets which are sliced based on the sorting order of 

the age attribute. Then age attributes are generalized by the intervals, 20 is starting value of age attribute and 26 is 

the ending value of the age attribute in the first bucket. So interval is formed as [20-26] and same method is applied 
for second bucket so the interval is [28-34]. The another quasi-identifier such as sex attributes values anonymized it 

means values are encrypted and another one quasi identifier such as values of the zip code are anonymized but the 

position of the values of the sensitive attribute values are not changed. Generalization has one drawback that it loses 

considerable amount of information especially for high dimensional data. 

2.5.3 SLICING 

Slicing is another approach for privacy preserving data publishing, given by Tiancheng Li et al. [12] and S. 

Kiruthika et al. [13]. Slicing partitions the data both horizontally and vertically. Vertical portioning is done by 

grouping attributes in columns based on the correlations among the attributes. Each column contains the subset of 

highly correlated attributes. Horizontal portioning is done by grouping tuples into buckets. Then values in each 

column are randomly permuted or sorted to break the linking between different columns. 
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The idea of slicing is to break the association cross columns and to preserve the association within each 
column. This reduces the dimensionality of the data and preserves better utility than generalization and 

bucketization. Utility is preserved through slicing as it groups highly correlated attributes together and preserves the 

correlation between such attributes. Privacy is also protected by slicing as it breaks the associations between 

uncorrelated attributes. Another advantage is that it can handle high dimensional data. 

 

TABLE 4. One attribute per column slicing 
 

 

 
 

TABLE 5.  Sliced table 
 

 
 

Above figure describes about the slicing. Here the tuple of each bucket contains a value of age and value of the sex 

then it forms a one column and the values of subsets are changing its position such means interrelated to its 

association value attribute such as in table age and attribute values in the first bucket are (20,22,24,26) and 

(F,M,F,F) then it form like(20,M),(22,F),(24,F),(26,F). This method is followed in remaining attributes such as zip 

code and disease. This approach ensure, provide the security to the table. 
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III.  PROPOSED WORK 
The proposed model provides a competent approach to achieve enhanced privacy for collaborative data 

publishing. This model combines slicing techniques with m-privacy techniques. Slicing overcomes the limitations of 

generalization and Bucketization and preserves better utility while protecting against privacy threats. M-privacy 

techniques assure that the anonymized data fulfils a given privacy constraint against any range of m-colluding data 

providers (where m can be varied between certain ranges 1 to m), additionally it’s using monotonicity constraints for 

efficiently checking m-privacy. Model uses Slicing for partitioning the data records and then follows m-privacy 

techniques and its related algorithms. It uses combination of sensitive attributes instead of single sensitive attribute 

which in turn increases the privacy in better way and it uses enhanced slicing which overcomes the drawback of 

basic slicing technique where more number of similar attribute value and sensitive value may present in the different 
tuples may give the original tuple while performing the random permutation. To overcome this, suppression slicing 

is used by suppressing any one of the attribute value in the tuples and then perform the slicing. Thus utility is 

maintained minimum loss by suppressing only few values and privacy is maintained by random permutation. The 

next model is Mondrian slicing; in this the random permutation is done with all the buckets not within the single 

bucket. Thus the utility of the original data set is maintained. 

 

Fig 1. System Flow Diagram 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Above discussed approaches help to improve the data privacy and security when data is gathered from 

different sources and output should be in collaborative fashion. In future this system can consider for data which are 

distributed in ad hoc grid computing. Also the system can be considered for set valued data. The consumption of 

various protocols can address various data publishing paradigms. The consumption of these protocols can make 

collaborative data publishing more effective and enhanced using m-privacy. 
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